Binocular beats: psychophysical studies of binocular interaction in normal and stereoblind humans.
We describe a psychophysical method for assessing binocular integration using dichoptically-presented uniform fields. By temporally modulating uniform field luminances at different frequencies between the eyes, a rhythmic beat is produced--a visual percept characterized by undulations in luminance at a frequency equal to the arithmetic difference between the two monocular stimulus frequencies. Using a signal detection paradigm, we studied the beat as a function of modulation depth in normal and binocularly deficient subjects. Normal subjects easily detected the beat, even at low modulation depths, while stereoblind subjects (with stereoacuity worse than 2000 sec arc) failed to detect beats at any modulation depth or with any combination of stimulus frequencies tested. The beat provides evidence for the confluence of monocular signals into binocular integrating mechanisms. Our results therefore suggest that the status of functioning binocular mechanisms is related to the detectability of the beat. This uniform-field stimulus does not require accurate accommodation, fixation, vergence or high spatial resolution, thus making this technique particularly attractive for the study of binocular interaction in developing infants and in binocularly deficient adults.